
Making office parking simple

In many companies, office parking and parking space allocation still 
happens in an analog way - with forms, plastic cards, window stickers 
and so on. Even Though we do everything else online. 

You’re asking why parking management should be any different? We 
are questioning this as well - and we have the solution for you! 

parkoneer helps you manage existing parking spaces dynamically 
and digitally. We will turn you into a parking expert - and shift the ma-
nagement from a stack of files into the digital age. With parkoneer, 
you can assign tailor-made parking permits. Not by hand, of course, 
and not every day anew.

OFFICE PARKEN WITH PARKONEER: 

dynamic 
smart
intuitive



Your job is this easy with parkoneer

As a parkoneer admin you define certain quotas. For example, 300 
parking spaces on weekdays from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. for employees, 30 
for visitors and 70 for other people who are looking for a parking space 
near your office. After hours you provide a larger share for residents 
and the entire contingent on Saturdays.

Pre-registered parkers simply book their parking space via our parko-
neer solution. All they need to do is enter their license plate number. 
When entering the parking lot, the camera recognizes the license plate 
number and the barrier to the parking space opens.

So what do you get out of it?

Easy: As a parkoneer you make optimal use of your company‘s par-
king spaces, contribute to less time being spent searching for an empty 
spot and make people in the company happier. If desired, you can even 
incorporate payment service provider for an easy digital payment. This 
transforms your parking space from a cost into a profit center. And on 
top: With the parkoneer access control system, there are no more 
wild parkers on the area.

If you nod here, you should become a 

parkoneer

/ You manage the parking areas in your company and would like to 
make it more efficient and easier in the future.

/ Your employees approach you every couple of hours because they 
need access rights for a new vehicle or don’t need their parking 
space for a certain time due to mobile work, want to book parking 
spaces for visitors, etc.

/ Your company’s parking spaces are unevenly utilized.
/ Some employees are frustrated because they are not allowed to use 

the office parking lot, even though spaces are available.
/ In the evenings and on weekends residents and visitors circle around 

the office building searching for a parking space, hoping to find one 
there.



That’s why parking management is fun now 

We provide you with an intuitive setup: barrier, lane assistant and 
camera – that’s it. Easily installed via plug-and-play. Important to know: 
parkoneer is part of the Parking Solutions division of the family-owned 
company Scheidt & Bachmann, one of the world’s leading manufacturer 
of hardware and software for parking management. 

Since parkoneer runs as a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) in the cloud, 
you always use the latest software version and manage all your parking 
permissions purely web-based: no app, no tickets, no transponders, no 
plastic cards and no additional IT infrastructure.

Your advantages with Office Parking by 

parkoneer

/ Smart, efficient parking management
/ Increased employee satisfaction
/ Chance of additional income
/ Less parking search traffic and no more wild parkers
/ User-friendly dashboard, overview of all parking transactions
/ Optional: detailed reports and digital payment processing
/ Hardware in Scheidt & Bachmann quality 

How do I become a parkoneer?

You contact us. Our local partners assemble the lean hardware package 
consisting of barrier, lane assistant and camera. You assign parking 
rights for certain users and times. The rest runs automatically from there 
- unless you want to change something.

Contact
Scheidt & Bachmann Parking Solutions GmbH 
Breite Straße 132 · 41238 Mönchengladbach

Become a parkoneer now >


